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Eyal Gever is a cutng-edge contemporary artst whose work sits at the fusion of art and 

technology.  Using just a palete of code, he develops life-like digital simulatons of moments

in tme -- ofen dramatc or catastrophic in nature -- from which he fabricates 3D-printed 

sculptures and installatons.

Few artsts possess Gever’s deep knowledge and passion for all things digital. The advantage,

he says, is that he’s not overwhelmed by the power of technology for its own sake. “I’ve 

simply used the latest technology to develop a new language for my art

And Gever’s artstc language is constantly evolving. In 2015 he created Water Dancer, a “3D 

liquid simulaton” featuring a dancer whose body appears to be made of water, which 

disperses as she moves

In his latest project #Laugh, which was two years in development, Gever is collaboratng 

with NASA and Made In Space Inc to create a visualisaton of human laughter, which will be 

3D-printed at the Internatonal Space Staton – and become the frst piece of artwork ever to

be produced in space

Gever, born in 1970 in Tel Aviv, Israel, atended Jerusalem’s prestgious Bezalel Academy of 

Art and Design, but was injured while performing his mandatory natonal service with the 

IDF, where he served for two-and-a-half years as a paratrooper, special operatons unit

Volunteering for the IDF’s specialist computer R&D unit, Mamram, he began to master the 

computer simulaton skills which would later shape and infuse his art

In 1993, while stll a student, he founded Zapa Digital Arts (later renamed Gizmoz), renown 

for developing one of the frst virtual worlds

The startup created a range of web-based products, primarily in interactve real-tme 

multmedia communicaton sofware, as well as 3D design and animatons, which enabled 

customers to communicate visually. He went on to co-found Daz3D, afer the later 

company’s merger with Gizmoz in 2009

STATEMENT

 I create sculptures based on sublime moments. These are moments that fll a person with 

amazement, awe, terror, astonishment, and silence. They are also moments of pure beauty.

To see something we normally cannot see. To examine states where rest and moton exist 

together. To explore the boundaries of tme

My sculptures are created from sofware I have developed. I am infuenced by the 

destructve impact within our environment. Uncontrollable power, unpredictability and 

cataclysmic extremes are the sources for my work. They inspire, fascinate and remind me of 

the constant fragility and beauty of human-life. Beauty can come from the strangest of 

places, in the most horrifc events. My art addresses these notons of destructon and 

beauty, the collisions of opposites, fear and atracton, seducton and betrayal, from the 



most tender brutalites to the most devastatng sensitvites. I oscillate between these 

opposites.

Using my own proprietary 3D physical simulaton technologies, I have developed 

computatonal models for physical simulaton, computer animaton, and geometric 

modeling. Combining applied mathematcs, computer science, and engineering, my work 

captures and freezes catastrophic situatons as cathartc experiences. 

My ongoing body of works examines the relatonship between the simulated events that I 

create and their physical manifestaton. These sublime moments are borne out of 

simulatons and translated as art.

The body of work exists in three states: 3D simulatons, sculptural moments and digital 

prints.


